INTRODUCTION

The hand is characterized by a complex anatomical structure and at the same time polyfunctionality. That’s why, providing medical care to patients with hand injury requires the use and selection of the most optimal ways and methods to achieve a good aesthetic and functional result. [1,2]

Special attention is to hand injury, which is associated with post-traumatic soft-tissue defect (PTSTDH). But, there is no objective classification to assess the severity of hand injury with soft-tissue defect (STD) and help in choosing the best treatment method. It leads to poor treatment outcomes and an increase in disability in this group of patients. [3]

The analysis of the available classifications in Ukrainian and world literature showed that some are too cumbersome, and others don’t contain the necessary characteristics of PTSTDH to choose the optimal surgical tactic. [4]

In addition, we haven’t found in analyzed literature a definitive classification of the hand injury with STD based on their metric data and anatomical features, and it is reported by other researchers. [5]

Systematization of PTSTDH should be based on characteristics, which would include all components and at the same time allow practitioners to choose the most appropriate treatment. It is necessary for the practical application, in our opinion.

THE AIM

Develop a classification of post-traumatic soft tissue defects of the hand to standardize the care of this group of patients. And in order to simplify the choice of plastic technic for post-traumatic soft tissue defects of the hand by surgeons and traumatologists.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We analyzed the treatment of 54 patients with hand injury and PTSTD. 14 physicians used AFC in the choice of surgical method for the closure of PTSTDH. The practical application of AFC and effectiveness of providing medical care to patients with PTSTDH was performed on a ten-point scale by anonymous questioning immediately at the time of discharge from the hospital and 6 months after the injury.

Results: The results of the practical application analysis of AFC by physicians were as follows: «convenience» – 8.7 ± 0.6; «usefulness» is 9.4 ± 0.2. The results of treatment for 54 patients were: hands «functionality» – 8.3 ± 0.4, «aesthetics» – 7.6 ± 1.7. The results in the retrospective group, in which the AFC was not applied, were as follows: «functionality» – 6.8 ± 0.7, and «aesthetics» – 5.6 ± 1.1

Conclusions: The proposed AFC of PTSTDH help to choose the proper method of surgical management and get good results.
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immediately at the time of discharge and 6 months after the injury. The index of “functionality” of the hand after the trauma was $-8.3 \pm 0.4$, and “aesthetics” $-7.6 \pm 1.7$, and 6 months after the injury $-8.7 \pm 0.3$, and $7.4 \pm 1.4$. By comparison, the results obtained in a similar way in the retrospective group, in which the AFC was not applied, were as follows: “functionality” $-6.8 \pm 0.7$, and “aesthetics” $-5.6 \pm 1.1$, and 6 months after the injury $-5.7 \pm 0.8$, and $5.4 \pm 0.7$.

Based on the analysis of existing classification systems for traumatic injuries of the hand and clinical observations, we have identified the main criteria. It is important in choosing the proper method of surgical management. These criteria formed the basis of the headings that we used to arrange the PTSTDH.

One of the important criteria on which both surgical tactics and the result of treatment depend is the localization of STD on the anatomic sites of hand. Therefore, PTSTDH can be on the palmar and dorsal surface and circular by it anatomical localization and distribution. In addition, the palmar surface of the hand is divided into the area of the thenar, the middle palmar space and the hypothenar, as these areas differ in anatomical structure, physiological position and functional load.

The covers of the dorsal surface have the same anatomical structure and carry a similar functional load. A separate approach in treatment and diagnostic procedures regards the fingers of the hand, due to their functional activity. We have introduced abbreviations of names for this classification, in order to simplify the formulation of the diagnosis and to form the database archive. So, localization was designated by the letter of the Latin alphabet “L” (location), and the anatomical parts of the hand respectively: «t» (thenar), «mp» (middle palmar), «h» (hypothenar), «f» (finger), «d» (dorsal) and totally STD of hand segments – «c» (circular).

When choosing the method of plastic closure of PTSTDH, it is important to consider its area [6]. Determining the area exactly in relative (percent) values allows you to evaluate the possibility of using for the plastics of local tissues or regional flaps, as opposed to determining the area of the wound in absolute values [7,8].

That’s why we divided the wound defects depending on the ratio of the area of STD (S1) to the area of the corresponding anatomical area of the hand (thenar, the middle palmar space, hypothenar, finger, dorsal surface of the hand) (S2), into the following groups: minimal, medium and maximal.

“Min.” = $S1 \times 100\% / S2 \leq 25\%$

“Med.” = $S1 \times 100\% / S2 = 25-75\%$

“Max.” = $S1 \times 100\% / S2 \geq 75\%$

The area of the defect classified under the above headings is marked next to the defect localization article. We didn't add an additional area mark in order not to increase the classification.

The depth of the defect is also important to determine treatment management, in particular when choosing the method of plastic closure of STD, namely which of the anatomically important structures are lost and which structures form the bottom of the wound defect. It is known the use of the full-thickness skin grafts requires good vascularization of the recipient bed tissues. So muscles refer to well vascularized tissues, but tendons and bones to structures with impaired blood supply.

To optimize the choice of treatment management, we divide STD into surface and deep. Superficial STDs included wounds within the skin and subcutaneous fat. The bottom of such wounds is subcutaneous fat or superficial fascia. Deep STDs include wounds with the absence of skin, subcutaneous fat, superficial fascia, the bottom of which have tendons or bones, or damage to the latter. This group included traumatic amputation of the segments as exposed damaged bone structures. Isolation of defects of vascular and nervous structures in the context of choosing plastic is not considered necessary, since there is a clearly defined tactic of rendering surgical procedure in such clinical cases.

In case of damage to the vessels that feed the segment of the hand – a restoration of their integrity or autovenous plastic. Similarly, it applies to nerve injury. This section was designated by the letter “D” (deep) with division into subgroups: “s” (superficial) and “p” (profound) for making a clinical decision and archiving.

Important for the timing and method of plastic closure of STD is the wound characteristic in relation to infection. Aseptic wounds are postoperative wounds with full compliance with aseptic rules. Contaminated wound are all other non-surgical wounds that contain microorganisms, but there are no clinical signs of the inflammatory process. Infected wounds are wounds that already have an infectious process with an appropriate clinical sing. For making a clinical decision this section was designated by the letter “I” (infection) with the division into subgroups: “ni” (no infection), “li” (low infection) and “i” (infected).

Although the closure of STD is an important task in providing medical care to patients with the hand trauma to return the patient to the normal lifestyle, the diagnosis and repair of other damaged structures of the hand are equally important. Therefore, we identified monostructural, multiple, and polystructural trauma. Monostructural trauma is damage to one structure of one segment of the hand. It is a wound defect in the skin and subcutaneous fatty tissue of the hand in this group of patients. Multiple trauma is traumatic damage to several homogeneous structures of the hand, such as several tendons or several STDs. Polystructural trauma is damage to various structures of the hand, such as STD and damage to tendons and bones. Separate group included traumatic amputation of fingers and hands (incomplete, subtotal and complete). Incomplete traumatic amputation is considered to be such damage in which the injured segment is retained on the soft tissues, which provide venous outflow of blood, but do not provide its arterial nutrition. Subtotal traumatic amputation is injury in which the segment is held on a structure that does not provide any blood flow to the detached segment, such as tendons. If the detached segment is located separately from the limb it's called total traumatic amputation. When making a clinical decision, this heading was designated by the letter “VT”
Fig. 1. Lacerated-scalped wound of the left hand with soft tissue defect L(F5med,s+Dmed,s+min,d),III,VTpt,P+. 3 days after injury.

Fig. 2. Lacerated-scalped wound of the left hand with soft tissue defect L(F5med,s+Dmed,s+min,d),III,VTpt,P+. 5 days after injury. Delayed debridement of the wound and free thin skin graft plastic.

Fig. 3. A. Patient P. Diagnosis: Thermo-mechanical wound of the left hand with a soft tissue defect. L(F1min,s+F2min,d+F3min,s+d,min,p), III,VTmt,P-.
B. Using McGregor flap to plastic soft tissue defect. C. After treatment.

Fig. 4. A, B. Patient R. Diagnosis: Posttraumatic wound of the left hand with a soft tissue defect. L(Tmed,s+MPmed,s+Hmax-d+Dmed,s+d), III,VTpt,P-.
C, D. Using McGregor flap to plastic soft tissue defect.
(volume trauma) with division into subgroups: “m” (mono trauma), “mt” (multiple trauma), “pt” (polystructural trauma), and “a” (amputation).

Determination of dominant injury, shock correction, and stabilization of general condition are vital for patients with combined hand injury and other anatomic and functional areas (head, chest, abdomen, pelvis). So, providing medical care for STD to this patient group has certain features. For the purpose of differential treatment approach to traumatic hand injuries we divided into two groups: isolated trauma of and combined trauma of a hand. When a diagnosis was formulated, this heading was designated by the letter “P” (polytrauma) with division into subgroups: “+” and “-”.

According to the AFC in order to detail the diagnosis and choose the appropriate treatment tactics, we give an example of clinical observation and the formulation of diagnosis.

Clinical case №1. Patient S. was transported by an ambulance team to the emergency department of the 8th Lviv City Hospital from the scene of an accident. Initial diagnosis: “Polytrauma. Blunt chest injury. Pulmonary contusion and laceration on the right lungs. Right-sided hemopneumothorax. Closed ribs fracture 4-5th metatarsal bones of the left hand. Closed non-displaced intertrochanteric right hip fracture. Open fracture of the 4-5th metatarsal bones of the left hand with displacement of fragments. Lacerated-scalped wound of the left hand with soft tissue defects “.

The above diagnosis provides information on multiple injuries, localization of the wound of the hand and the absence of soft tissues, but without information to select the best tactics for surgical treatment and archiving data for further correct analysis of the results of treatment.

The diagnosis given by our classification will be as follows: “Lacerated-scalped wound of the left hand with soft tissue defect”. L(F5med,s+Dmed,s+s+min,d),IIl,VTpt,P+ (Fig. 1). Thanks to clear detail, we receive information to choose the method of plastic STD. Thus, F5med,s+Dmed,s+s+min,d, namely the article “d” indicates the presence of damage to the hand with a deep soft tissues defect and necessity of using plastic full-layered vascularized tissues. And the article “min” focuses on the choice of close STD by using local tissues, as the area of STD ≤25%. And F5med,s+Dmed,s gives us information that these wound defects, because they are superficial, can be closed by free thin skin graft. The article “P+” indicates that the hand trauma is one of the constituent of the polytrauma and the patient’s condition does not allow the plastic closure of the wound defect in the urgent order. In this case, the surgery is divided into stages by technology “damage control”. In the first stage, primary surgical debridement of the wound and stabilization of the fractures of the metacarpal bones were performed in urgent order. Plastic closure of STD in this case is performed stage III, after stabilization of the patient’s condition and the wound preparation for closure. In this case, the soft tissue defect of the back of the hand was closed with local tissue and a free thin skin graft with a thickness of 0.3 mm. STD on the dorsal surface at the 5th finger is also closed with a free thin skin graft. Good functional (9 points) and cosmetic (7 points) results were obtained (Fig. 2), and 6 months after the injury – 9 and 8.

Clinical case №2. Patient P. Diagnosis: Thermo-mechanical wound of the left hand with a soft tissue defect. L(f1, min,s+f2,min,d+f3,min,s+d,min,p),IIl,VTmpl,P-. (Fig. 3).

Clinical case №3. Patient R.. Diagnosis: Posttraumatic wound of the left hand with a soft tissue defect. L(T-med,s+s+MPmed,s+Hmax,d+Dmed,s+d), IIl,VTpt,P-. C.D. Using McGregor flap to plastic soft tissue defect. (Fig. 4).

CONCLUSIONS

The proposed systematization of post-traumatic soft tissue defects of the hand allows to choose the best method of surgical treatment and get good results. The abbreviation of the names of the classification series allows to create an electronic archive of the database for further sampling and analysis.
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